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Tills document int2rcomputer data cation channels, the standard (NCP) data integrity and A special feature IMP ports in case presents an ARPA Network Protocol for real-time high volume transmission utilizing prearranged non-switched data communiThis protocol deletes unnecessary and cumbersome aspects of ARPANET protocol and adds features intended to strengthen to avoid error and loss due to network instability and outage enables automatic switching of the data channel to alternate a site changes its configuration. This protocol is suitable *The discussion throughout this document assumes the use of the IMP regular message (type 0) as the transmission medium for RTDCOM data and control messages. However, the IMP Uncontrolled Packet (type 3), whose use is currently administratively restricted, seems more suitable for the purposes of the RTDCOM protocol, since it deletes features not needed by RTDCOM and is more expeditiously transmitted. The only differences that apply to the following discussion are that the Uncontrolled Packet has a maximum length of 1039 bits, as opposed to an 8095 maximum bit length for the Regular Message, and the scheme implied negative acknowledgements can not be used with Uncontrolled Packets.
SUMMARY OF THE RTDCOM PROTOCOL
Although there may be many paths in the ARPANET simultaneously in use by a set of RTDCOM sites and many of the data flows along these prchs may be related, the RTDCOM Communications Protocol considers each of th.si paths separately and independently. Moreover, each directional channel of the pair between the sites is treated as independent. For the purposes of discussion, only the channel in one direction between sites is described. The other channel works the same way but in the opposite direction.
Each channel can be considered to be a one-way pipeline down which data and control messages are passed, and also as a very narrow reverse pipeline for status information about whether the destination actually got the messages.
The basic cycle of sending a message from one RTDCOM site ("sender") to
another ("receiver") is as follows:
Some module at the sending site (let us call it the "producer") gives the site's network, module a Mtch of data to be sent to the other site. The network module takes this data and formats it into an IMP message, including a unique message number which the sender itself has assigned. The sender dispatches a copy of this message down the IMP channel but retains a copy in its internal buffers.
When the receiving site gets this message from the IMP channel, it dispatches an "ecknowledgement" control message down the backchannel to advise the sender of correct receipt. This acknowledgement contains the message number of the message being acknowledged so that when the sending side gets it, it can find and delete the original message in its buffers.
A site need not v?ait for the acknowledgement for the current message to comt back before dispatching the next one. The ARPA Network currently allows up to 8 messages to be simultaneously in transit from one site to another.* As long as a site can properly buffer and retransmit the pending messages, it can write-ahead up to this IMP-imposed limit.
* This restriction is separate for each site pair in each direction. Many hundreds of messages can be in transit at any one time in the entire network. The only penalty for attempting to exceed this limit is that the site-to-IMP channel blocks after reading the header of the ninth message and accepts the remainder only after one of the other messages has been delivered.
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When the sender dispatches a message, it sets a timer; and if a certain length of time (the "timeout period" -several seconds) elapes without an acknowledgement being received for this message, the sender assumes the message was somehow lost in transmission. The message in retransmitted, and the timer is reset to timeout again if the acknowledgement still does not come in.
Because of this continual retransmission of unacknowledged messages, the receiver is assured of getting a second copy of messages lost in the network or those which the receiver itself discarded because they seemed garbled.
Because of the message number, the receiver is able to discover and discard those messages which it has previously received correctly, so there is no confusion about transmitting multiple copies of a message.
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RTDCOM MESSAGE FORMAT
All messages generated by RTDCOM sites, whatever their purpose, are cf basically the same format. Each consists of a 32-bit IMP leader followed by the message body, which is further subdivided into control and data fields by the RTDCOM protocol. The RTDCOM protocol defines an 8-bit byte length, and each field (except the Data and the. Fad fields) breaks at byte boundaries. The
Data field has an arbitrary bit length, so a Pad field follows it to pad it out to the next 8-bit boundary.
The RTDCOM message has the following format: * It is emphasized that all cells, buffers, and program structures presented ii this protocol document are for purposes of illustration only. What this protocol prescribes is message flow behaviors at the site-site interfaces, and the internal structure is a matter of programming convenience. This is particularly true of the message sequencing option. The internal mechanism is so arranged as to segregate the communications function rigidly from the received data processing functions. As an actual programming matter, the message sequencing and buffering functions at the receiving end might be handled jointly by the communications and "processor" modules. This plan is suboptimal, because of the certainty that the new data packet will to be lost compared with the low probability of loss were it possible to delete an existing packet.
A more optimal scheme would be to delete the oldest existing message if the Send Buffers are full when a new data packet comes in, accepting the small probability that the message corresponding to the deleted packet has been lost in transmission. Such a thing can not be done unless the receiver does not depend on getting a complete sequence of message numbers, which is why message sequencing is optional. The START control xessage allows only the sending side to initialize a channel. To give the receiver the further ability to initialize the channel, the Startup Request (STARTRQ) control message is provided. The effect of the STARTRQ when sent by tha receiver is to cause the sender to initialize the channel. Strictly speaking, the receiver can only request that the sender perform initialization.
Upon receiving a STARTRQ the s»uding side Is obligated to initialize the channel by issuing a START message. To avoid regenerative loops, the Sind^ng side must ignore any STARTRQ it receives during the process of channel initialization (i.e. after it has dispatched a START and before the answering ACK has come back). The receiver sets up a timer for the STARTRQ control message and resends it if the timer runs out before a START control message arrives.
When should a channel be initialized? The basic rule is that a channel should be initialized whenever either side feels it is not co-ordinated with the other side. This is certainly true whenever a site begins operation or somehow destroys the contents of its internal cells, and also when it is 
